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0. Outline 
Let R be an (associative) ring (with 1). 
The inner rank of a matrix A over R, eR(A), is the least integer r such that there is 
a factorization A = BC where B, C are matrices over R with r columns and r rows, 
respectively. If A is n x n and eR(A) = n then A is said to be fill (over R). 
Recall that if every finitely generated left ideal of R is free of unique rank then R 
is called a semifir. P.M. Cohn [2], [3] showed that for a semifir R the ring 
U=R(Z’-‘), obtained by formally inverting every element in the set Z of all full 
matrices, is a skew field and that the homomorphism R + CJ is rank-preserving in the 
sense that, for every matrix A over R, eu(A)=gR(A). In [t, Section I] it was 
observed that those nonzero rings R which have a rank-preser.ing homomorphism 
to a skew field (or equivalently R(T’) is a skew field) are characterised by satisfy- 
ing Sylvester’s law of nullity, which in its most useful form states: If A,B are 
matrices over R such that AB = 0 then eR(A) + eR(B) I n, where n is the number of 
columns of A and rows of B. Such rings are called Sylvester domains. It was shown 
further [t, Section 2) that Sylvester domains have three module-theoretic properties 
(which do not quite characterise them): their weak global dimension is at most two, 
their flat modules are directed unions of free submodules, and their free modules 
have unique rank. (In particular, the latter two conditions imply that Sylvester 
domains are projective-free, that is, finitely generated projective modules are free of 
unique rank.) 
Among the most interesting examples of semifirs are the free algebras over fields, 
and it was natural to ask which free algebras are Sylvester domains (8, Section 7: 
Problem 3). In Section 3 below we answer this question by showing that for a 
commutative ring R and a nonempty set X, the free R-algebra on X, R(X), is a 
Sylvester domain if and only if R is a Bezout domain (that is, a commutative 
semifir). 
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For arbitrary R the free R-ring on (an R-centralising set) X is defined as 
R(X) = R@zB(X). It is well known that if X is nonempty then R(X) is a semifir if 
and only if R is a skew field, and again it is natural to ask when R(X) is a Sylvester 
domain. Notice that a necessary condition is that R be a Sylvester domain of weak 
global dimension at most one, that is, a semifir. Cohn (51 (see Example 2.3 below) 
showed that R must also have distributive factor lattice, and we show further in 
Example 2.4 below that if /X / r2 then R must be a skew Bezout domain (that is, 
every finitely generated right ideal and every finitely generated left ideal is 
principal). (This comes as a surprise - it was asked in (8, Section 7: Problem 41 if the 
tensor product over a field k of two free k-algebras is a Sylvester domain; we now 
see it is if and only if one of the free algebras has rank at most one. In Proposition 
2.9 we digress to show that a graph algebra is a Sylvester domain if the graph is a 
forest.) In the way of sufficient conditions for R(X) to be a Sylvester domain we 
have virtually nothing other than R being a skew field or a Bezout domain with X 
arbitrary, or R being a free algebra over a field and X having only one element. We 
do have one general result on free rings over semifirs, Proposition 2.1, which says 
that left annihilators of matrices are directed unions of stably free submodules. 
(Recall that over a ring S a (finitely generated projective) module P is stably free if 
P@S”=Y for some integers m,n.) One consequence of this, Corollary 2.6, is that 
if R is a semifir and X is a set and R(X) has some two-sided Ore localization which 
is a semifir then R(X) is a Sylvester domain if and only if it is projective-free. 
In the final section, Section 4, we make some remarks on when free algebras over 
Bezout domains are coherent. 
1. Degree functions 
Throughout this section we fix a nonzero ring R and a nonempty set X, and 
proceed to set up notation and terminology that will be used throughout the rest of 
the article. 
For any set S and abelian group A and function f : S -*A we define the support of 
f as supp(f) = {s E S ) f (s) # 0). The set of all functions f : S -+A with finite support 
is denoted A(S) and is given the natural abelian group structure. 
Let X* be the free monoid on X, and let d : X* + frJ be the length function, that is, 
the monoid morphism that sends each element of X to 1. For each integer j let X(j) 
denote the inverse image of j under d, that is, the set of all words in X of length j. 
Then X* is the disjoint union of the X(j) so for any abelian group A there is 
a natural abelian group decomposition A(X*)= @,,O A(X(j)) and for any 
f E A(X*) there is a unique expression f = C f(j) where f(j) cA(X(j)). If f#O we 
define d(f)=max{j 1 f(j)#O) and write $=f(j) where j=d(f); we set d(O)= --m 
and 6=0. The map d:A(X*)dNU{ -co> is called the X-degree function on 
A(X*). 
As usual we shall write R(X) for R(X*) and hope there is no confusion. Let m, n 
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be integers, and “R” the abelian group of all m x n matrices over R. There is 
a natural identification “(R(X>)“=*R”(X*) so there is an X-degree function 
d:“(R(X))“-+NU{-031, and for any matrix A over R(X) we can write 
A = 1 A(j) and speak of A and d(A). 
Suppose A,B are matrices over R(X) such that AR is defined, say ,4 has n 
columns and B has n rows. Write 
61 
A =(a,,...,a,), B= : 0 d”
so AR= albl + _a. + anb,. We define the degree of the pair (A, B) as 
We say the pair (A, B) is arranged if there is an integer r I n such that d(,4, B) = 
d(aJ+d(b;) for i=l,..., r and d(A,B)>d(aJ+d(bJ for i=r+ l,...,n and d(a,)l 
d(az) 5 .a. I d(a,) (so d(b,) > d(b2) > .a. zd(b,)). (If (A,& is not arranged we can 
always choose a permutation matrix U such that (AU, U-‘B) is arranged.) In this 
situation we define the leading component of A relative to right multiplication by B 
to be A(rel B) = (aI, . . . , a,, 0, . . . , 0); the leading component of B relative to left multi- 
plication by A, (rel A)B, is defined analogously. We then define the leading 
component of the pair (A, B) as (A, B) = (A(rel B), (rel A)&. 
A matrix B over a ring S is said to be left S-independent if the rows of B freely 
generate a free left S-module or, equivalently, whenever AB is defined, AB = 0 only 
when A = 0. A matrix 
over R(X) is left d-independent if
61 
0 ti” 
is left R(X)-independent or, equivalently, whenever AB is defined d(AB) = d(A, B). 
2. Free rings over semifirs 
We begin with the most general positive statement we can make about free rings 
over semifirs. 
2.1. Proposition. Let R be a semtfir and X a set. Over R(X) the left annihilator of 
any matrix is the directed union of stably free left R(X)-submodules. 
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Proof. Consider any matrices A,B over R(X) such that AB=O. What we wish to 
show is that for a suitable identity matrix Z there is a factorization over R(X> 
=A’A” 
where A”(f)=(i) and A” is left R(X)-independent. In proving this we are free to 
replace A with anything of the form Q({ y)P, where Z is an identity matrix and P, Q 
are invertible matrices of the appropriate sizes, simultaneously replacing B with 
P-‘(t). By linearization by enlargement (see [4, p. 1521) we may therefore assume 
d(A) 5 1. Thus it suffices to show by induction on d(B) that if d(A) i 1 and AB = 0 
then there is a factorization A =A’A” with A”B=O and A” left R(X)-independent. 
We may assume A is nonzero. Write A =A(O) +A(l). Since the columns of A(1) lie 
in a free right R-module we can arrange for the nonzero columns of A( 1) to be right 
R-independent (without increasing d(B)) and since A(1) is homogeneous this means 
the nonzero columns of A( 1) are actually right R(X)-independent. We may further 
assume the pair (A,& is arranged, say 
(A,B)= ,,..., a,,0 ,..., 0), 
where d(a;) + d(bi) = d(A, B) for i = 1, . . . , r and for some SCT, d(a,)=O, i= l,..., s; 
d(@i)=l, i=S+ l,*.*, r. Notice s>O for if s=O then 4r, . . . ,d, are distinct nonzero 
columns of A(1) so are right R(X)-independent, contradicting 0~6, + +.a + 6,6,= 0. 
Since s > 0 or, in other words, d(at) = 0, we see that for i> r, d(ai) + d(b;) c d(A, B) = 
d(al) + d(b,) = d(b,). There is no harm in throwing away the zero columns of A (and 
the corresponding rows of B) so we may assume d(bi)<d(bt) for i>r. Thus 
d(bi) = d(B) for iss and d(b;) <d(B) for i>s. So we have a partition B = (ii) where 
B, has s rows and d(B,)<d(B); and there is a corresponding partition A =(A, A*) 
where d(A ,) =O. Here there exists an invertible matrix U over R such that UA, = (“J’) 
where A,, is left R-independent, and hence left R(X)-independent. Let us write 
(/A:=(;;;) so 
(“d’ ;;:)(;;)= UAB=O 
and thus AlzB2 = 0. By the induction hypothesis there is a factorization AZ2 =Ai2Ai2 
where A;2B2=0 and Ai is left R(X)-independent. Now we have a factorization 
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and 
is left R(X)-independent. This is the desired factorization and the result follows by 
induction. 
The following three examples illustrate various types of left annihilators that can 
arise. 
2.2. Example. Not finitely generated. Let R be a non-Archimedean valuation ring, 
X= {x, v} and 
where a, b are nonzero nonunits of R such that Ra C fin?, Rb”. Let a = a,b”, n 20. 
Then the left annihilator of B is the directed union of the free modules generated by 
the rows of 
a,xy”-‘+~o.+a,_,xy a,-1 
) 
nr 1. 
a 0 ’ 
This directed union is not finitely generated, as can be seen by projecting onto the 
third coordinate. 
2.3. Example. Finitely generated not free (Cohn [5], after [l 11). Let R be a semifir 
that does not have distributive factor lattice, X= (x} and B = (.‘I:> where c, e are 
elements of R such that Rc+Rce=R, Rc#R. (Recall from [2, Section 4.21 that if 
we have a nondistributive lattice of principal left ideals 
A\ 
Ra Rb Rc 
\I/ 
Rd 
then R/Ra =Rb/Rd=R/Rc and from the isomorphism R/Ra -R/Rc there is a left 
ideal Re such that Rc + Re = R, Rc fl Re = Rae and thus Rc f Rce = Rc + Rae - Rce = 
Rc+ Re = R.) Say ac + bee = 1 in R (no relation with the previous a, b). Notice that B 
is unimodular, since bc(x- e) + (bx+ a)(-c) = -1; thus the left annihilator of B is 
generated by the rows of 
A= bcx+ 1 -ebc (x-e)(bx+a) 
cbc > cbx+ca-1 * 
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This module is not free since it is not cyclic, as can be seen by first projecting onto 
the first coordinate. Thus A is a full matrix over R(X) that is a left and right zero- 
divisor. 
2.4. Example. Free of the wrong rank. Let R be a semifir that is not left Ore, 
X= {x, y) and 
where a, b are nonzero elements of R such that Ran Rb = 0. The left annihilator of B 
is generated by the rows of 
X -a 0 0 
A= 
0 b -x 0 
: I 
0 0 y -b * 
-y 0 0 a 
This module is free of rank 4. Thus A is a full matrix that is a left zerodivisor. 
The latter two examples show the following (the distributive factor lattice part 
being borrowed from [5]). 
2.5. Theorem. Let R be a ring and X a ser. If R(X) is a Sylvester domain then one 
of the following holds: 
(a) 1 X) = 0 and R is a Sylvester domain. 
(b) )X I= 1 and R is a semifir with distributive factor lattice. 
(c) (X 1 L 2 and R is a skew Bezout domain with distributive factor lattice. 
It is not known whether the converse of Theorem 2.5 holds. Obviously (a) 
presents no problems. The most difficult is probably (b). The situation for (c) is 
essentially a question of projective-freeness, by the following consequence of 
Proposition 2.1. 
2.6. Corollary. Let R be a semifir and X a set, If R(X) is projective-free and has a 
two sided Ore localization S which is a coherent Sylvester domain then R(X> is a 
Sylvester domain. 
Proof. Consider any matrices A, B over R(X) such that AB = 0, say A is m x n, B is 
n xs. We wish to show n 2 eRCX>(A) +&&B). Over S the left annihilator of B is 
free, of rank a say, and by clearing denominators from the left we can find an ax n 
matrix A* over R(X) whose rows form a left S-basis of the left annihilator of B. 
Now (i.)B=O so by 2.1 and our hypothesis that R(X) is projective-free there is a 
factorization 
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over R(X) such that A”B=O and A” is left R(X)-independent, hence left 
S-independent. Since A *=A *‘A” the rows of A” generate the left annihilator of B 
over S so must form an S-basis. Thus An is a x n. Similarly there is a factorization 
B = B’B” over R(X) where the columns of B’ form an S-basis of the right annihilator 
of A”. Notice that the rows of A” still form a left S-basis of the left annihilator of B’. 
Now @s(A”) must be a (otherwise the left annihilator of B’ could be generated by 
fewer than a elements) so ,os(A”) =eRCX)(A”). Similarly gs(B’) = Q~(~)(B’). But S is 
a Sylvester domain and A “B’= 0 so 
n%s(A”) +es(B’) =BRW(A”) +Q,,,,(B’)~QRW(A) +e~(x)(B) 
as desired. 
2.1. Corollary. Let R be a two-sided Ore domain and X a nonempty set. Then 
R(X> is a Sylvester domain if and on/y if R is a skew Bezout domain and R(X) is 
projective-free. 
Proof. We know that if R(X) is a Sylvester domain then it is projective-free, and 
we remarked in Section 0 that R is a semifir so a skew Bezout domain. 
Conversely, let R be a skew Bezout domain with skew field of fractions K say. 
Then S=K(X) is a two-sided Ore localization of R(X) which is a semifir, hence a 
coherent Sylvester domain. So if R(X) is projective-free then it is a Sylvester 
domain by 2.6. 
2.8. Remark. Example 2.4 shows that the tensor product over a field k of two free 
k-algebras need not be a Sylvester domain. This answers in the negative the first part 
of [8, Section 7: Problem 41. Let us add an observation about the second part of the 
question, which asks for which graphs XA is the graph algebra k(X,) a Sylvester 
domain. Here X is a set, A is a subset of the set of two-element subsets of X, X, is 
the graph with vertex set X and edge set A, and k(X,) is the k-algebra presented on 
the generating set X with relations saying that two elements x, y of X commute if 
and only if {x, y} EA. We have a semantically pleasing necessary condition. 
2.9. Proposition. Let k be a field and X, a graph. If k(X*) is a Sylvester domain 
then X, is a forest. 
Proof. Consider first the case where X, is a cycle, say 
x= {x, ,.,., x”}, nz3, 
and 
A = {{x,,xz}, .. . . {xn-IVxn)r{xnYx,)I. 
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By [7, Remark 1.8) the left annihilator of the column 
is freely generated by the rows of 
x2 -x1 0 0 -9. 0 
L: 
0 
0 x3 -x2 0 .** 0 0 
;, 0 . . . 
-x, 0 *** 0 0 ;1 
0 x, -x,_, 
xi 
so this is a full n x n matrix over k(X.J and this k-algebra is therefore not a Sylvester 
domain. 
In the general case, if XA is not a forest then it has a minimal cycle, so k(X,) has a 
retraction onto a subalgebra which we have seen is not a Sylvester domain, hence 
k(X,& is not a Sylvester domain. 
It seems plausible that the converse of Proposition 2.9 is true. By [8, Theorem 17) 
it suffices to show that if XA is a tree then k(X.,) is a Sylvester domain; one thing we 
do know is that if XA is a tree having a vertex that is joined by an edge to each of the 
other vertices then k(XA) is a Sylvester domain by (8, Theorem 131 since it is a free 
algebra over a polynomial ring in one variable. 
3. Free algebras over Bezout domains 
In this section we shall show that free algebras over Bezout domains are 
projective-free and hence Sylvester domains. We start with the local case. 
3.1. Lemma. Free algebras over valuation rings are Sylvester domains. 
Proof. Let Y be a valuation ring, K its field of fractions, and k its residue field, 
with residue map V -+ k, IJ - 13. 
Let X be a set and consider any matrix E over the free v-algebra V(X), say E is 
m xn and has inner rank r over K(X). What we wish to show is that E has inner 
rank r over V(X). Since only finitely many elements of X and V are involved in E 
we may assume that X is finite and that K is a finitely generated field, since V may 
be replaced with its intersection with a finitely generated subfield of K. In particular 
V then has finite Krull dimension (see [I, VI. 10.31) so there are only finitely many 
prime ideals mol m t > .a- > mq= 0 say. We now proceed by induction on q. If q = 0 
then I’= K and there is nothing to prove. Thus we may assume that q L 1 and the 
result holds for valuation rings of Krull dimension q- 1. Inverting any element of 
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m. - ml gives a valuation ring V’ of Krull dimension q - 1 so, by the induction 
hypothesis, E has inner rank r over V’(X). Thus there is a factorization 
E=l AB (1) 
0 
for some u E V- ml where A, B are m x r, r x n matrices over V(X), respectively. 
For each such factorization the r rows of the image B of B over k(X) generate a 
left k(X)-submodule of k(X)“,M say. By [2, Theorem 1.2.31 k(X)” has the ascend- 
ing chain condition for r-generator submodules o we may assume the factorization 
(1) has been chosen to maximize M, say A4 is free of rank sir. By [2, Theorem 
2.2.41 we can perform elementary row operations on B over V(X) to further assume 
that the nonzero rows of B are &independent, where d is the X-degree function over 
k(X). 
Thus we may write 
E=;(A B) ; 
0 
(2) 
for some USE V-m, where A,B,C,D are mxs,mx(r-s),sxn,(r-s)xn matrices 
over V(X), respectively, and C is left d-independent and its rows generate M, a 
maximal possible k(X)-submodule. 
The set 
U=(UE Vlthere exist mxs,(r-s)xn matrices A’,D’over 
V(X) such that uE= (A’ B)($)) 
is easily seen to be closed under multiplication by elements of V so is an ideal of V. 
It suffices to show a= V, From (2) we see a2 uoV>rn,. 
For any matrix P over V(X) we define content[P] to be the (principal) ideal of I’ 
generated by the elements of V occurring in P. Of course if content[P] = uV then 
P= UP’ for some P’ with content[P’] = V. In particular, if P has s columns then, as 
C is left k(X)-independent, O#p’c=P? so content[P’C] = V and therefore 
content[PC] = uV=content[P]. We shall make use of this later. 
For the residue map V-k, u-6, let us fix an arbitrary section k-+ V sending 0 to 
0, and let Co be the image of C under the induced map k(X)- V(X). Since 
content[C- CO] G me we can choose a nonzero element w of ma such that C is of the 
form Co+ WC, for some matrix Ci. 
Since inverting w inverts at least as much as inverting any elment of V- ml we see 
there is some integer p such that WOE uoVc a so there is a least integer p such that 
WPE a. If p =0 we are finished. Thus we may assume pr 1 and try to get a con- 
tradiction. 
Notice there is some factor w’ of w such that wP-~w’E a- ml (for, either 
WE ml Ca so p= 1 and we choose any element of a-ml to be w’, or wb ml and we 
take w’= w). In (2) we can take uo= wp-’ w’ for the remainder of the proof. 
Now consider the ideal of V 
b={u~V)uD=PC+ooD’forsome(r-s)xs,(r-s)xnmatricesP,D’ 
over V(X) with d(P) 5 d(D)} 
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where d is the X-degree function on matrices over V(X). It can be seen that bD is 
the intersection of two finitely generated V-submodules of the free V-module 
‘-I( V(X))“. Thus bD is principal, say b = IJV so UD =PC+ VOD’ for some P, D’. 
Clearly voe b so o divides v. so v belongs to content[PC] =content[P] and we can 
alter P to write vD= UPC+ uOD SO D= PC+ w”D’ (where w”= uo/u). We shall 
show that such an expression implies (w” divides v. and) V~/W”E a. Let (vo, w”) 
denote a highest common factor of v. and w”. We have 
voE=(A $)=(A B)(pc+cw,,D,)=(A+BP ww(;,). 
Thus (00, w”) lies in content[(A + BP)C] = content[A + BP], say A + BP = (uo, w”)A’. 
Hence 
C 
voE=(vO, w”)(A’ B) w” D, 
( > (uo, w”) 
and since 1 da we see W” divides u. and U~/W”E a. Further, by the maximality of M 
the rows of B’ lie in A4 so we can write 6’= P’C for some matrix P’ over V(X), 
and hence D’= P’C+xD” for some nonzero XE mo and some D”. Now 
D=PC+ w”D’=PC+ w”(P’C+.uD”)=(P+ VP’)C+ w~“,uD” 
so we have an equation of the form D =P”C+ w”xD”, XE me- (O), and we shall 
show this is impossible. We have seen that such an expression implies w”x divides u0 
and v~/w”xE~, that is, wp-’ w’/w”xea. By the minimality of p, w”x is not a 
multiple of w’ so is a factor of w’. By altering P” and D” in an obvious way we may 
assume w”x does not divide any of the elements of V needed to express P”. In 
particular w”xb content[P”(rel C,)] = content[(P”Ca)(j)] where j = d(P”, CO). (This 
equality follows from the fact that the image of (rel P”)q over k(X) is left 
k(X)-independent.) Now D=P”C+ w”xD”=P”CO+ wP”C,+ w”xD” so D=P”Co 
(mod w”x) and, by the foregoing, d(P”, Co) s d(D) and thus d(P”) 5 d(D) since Co 
has no zero rows. Now the equations 
C+u,D” 
show that V/XE b = vV, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
3.2. Corollary. Let R be a commutative ring of weak global dimension at most 1, 
and X a set. Then every finitely generated projective R(X)-module is induced 
from R. 
Proof (Quillen patching argument [121 after Roitman [ 131). Let E be an idempotent 
matrix over R(X). 
Let X’ be a copy of X with correspondence X+X’, x-x’. For each TE R there is 
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an R-algebra homomorphism R(X)-R(XUX’) determined by x-x+ rx’ (-VEX). 
We shall write E(x+rx’) for the transform of E under this homomorphism, and 
similar suggestive notation throughout. In particular, E= E(x). 
For two idempotent matrices El, Ez over a ring S we write El = E2 over S if El and 
E2 determine isomorphic projective modules over S, or equivalently there exist 
matrices A, B over S such that El =AB, Ez = BA. We wish to show E(x) = E(O) over 
R(X). 
Let J={~ER (E(x+j~‘)=E(x) over R(XUX’)}. Let j,j’~J and TER. If we 
apply the R-algebra endomorphism of R(XUX’) determined by x-x+jx’, x’-x’ 
(XE X) to E(x+j’x’) = E(x) we see E(x+jx’+j’x’) = E(x+jx’). Since E(x+jx’) = 
E(x) we see j+j’~ J. Similarly applying the endomorphism x-x, x’-TX’ (XE X) to 
E(x+jx’) =E(x) shows rje R. Finally, J is nonempty since it obviously contains 0, 
so J is an ideal of R. 
Let m be any maximal ideal of R. Then Ii, is a local ring of weak global 
dimension at most one, so is a valuation ring (see [14, Lemma 1.11). By Lemma 3.‘1, 
R,(X) is a Sylvester domain so is projective-free. Hence E(x) =E(O) over R,(X), 
that is, there exists TE R - m and matrices A, B over R(X) such that rE(x) =AB, 
rE(0) =BA. Thus over R(XUX’) both A#+ TX’). B and A . B(x+ rx’) vanish 
module rR(X) and we can choose matrices C, D over R(XUX’) such that rC= 
A(x+rx’). B, rD=A . B(x+rx’), and we may take C(x,O) =E(x)=D(x,O). Now 
BA = rE(0) lies in R so is invariant under R-algebra endomorphisms of R(XU X’). 
Thus 
BA=B(x+rx’).A(x+rx’). (3) 
Hence 
by (3), and 
r*DC=A.B(x+rx’).A(x+t-x’).B=r*E(x) 
by (3). 
For any matrix F(x,x’) over R(XUX’) there is a unique expression F(x,x’)= 
CnaoF,,(x,x’) where each F,(x,x’) is homogeneous of degree n in X’. For any SE R, 
F(x, sx’) = C ,,sOs”F,,(x,x’). Thus if sF(x,x’) = 0 then F(x,sx’) = F(x,O). 
Applying this with s = r* and F(x,x’) = E(x+ TX’) - CD, E(x) -DC we see 
E(x + r 3x’) = C(x, r *x’ ) . D(x, r *x’) ,
E(x) = D(x, r*x’) - C(x, Y*x’) 
respectively. Thus we have an element r3 of J- tn. Since m was arbitrary this proves 
J=R so 1 E J and E(x+x’)=E(x) over R(XUX’). Applying the R-algebra homo- 
morphism R(XUX’)+R(X) determined byx-x, x’- -x(x~X) weseeE(O)= E(x) 
over R(X), as desired. 
3.3. Theorem. Let R be a commutative ring and X a nonempty set. Then R(X) is a 
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Sylvester domain (f and only if R is a Bezout domain. 
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 2.7 and Corollary 3.2. 
3.4. Corollary. If R is a Bezout domain and X a set then every flat R( X)-module is 
a directed union of free submodules. 
3.5. Remark. In [IO], Lequain and Simis prove the polynomial algebra analogue of 
Corollary 3.2 so our result overlaps theirs in the case IA’/= 1; in fact, the step of 
reducing to the case of finite Krull dimension in the proof of Lemma 3.1 is taken 
from [ 10) where it is attributed to Vasconcelos. The overlap of Lemma 3.1 with [lo] 
is the fact that the polynomial ring R = V[x], in one variable x over a valuation ring 
V, is projective-free. This is proved in [ 10) using a theorem of Serre from algebraic 
geometry, and it seems worthwhile to mention that there is a direct proof as follows. 
We may assume that V has finite positive Krull dimension, and by induction we may 
assume that for the minimal nonzero prime ideal I of V, R/IR is projective-free. 
Now let P be any nonzero finitely-generated projective R-module, say P@ Q = R”. 
Then P/IP is a nonzero finitely-generated projective R/IR module so has a 
summand isomorphic to R’/ZR. This means that P contains an element 
p=(ri, . . . . r,,) such that pP*+IR=R, where pP*=r,Rf.-.+r,R. Let r be the 
highest common factor of rl, . . . , r, in R; then p = rp’ for some element p’ of P, and 
by replacing p with p’ we may assume r = 1. Then by passing to the field of fractions 
of V we deduce pP*n V#O. Thus any maximal ideal of R containing pP* contains 
I, which shows pP* = R. Thus Rp is a nonzero free summand of P. Continuing in 
this way we see P is free. 
4. Coherence 
In [8, Section 31 it was pointed out that coherence is a particularly good property 
for Sylvester domains to have, and in this section we shall make some elementary 
observations on when free algebras over Bezout domains are coherent. 
We begin with a result on commutative rings. Recall that a (commutative) integral 
domain R is called an HCF domain if the intersection of any two principal ideals is 
principal or, equivalently, the sum of any two principal ideals is contained in a 
unique minimal principal ideal. In an HCF domain R, if the smallest principal ideal 
containing aR + bR is CR then we write HCF(a, 6) = c. The HCF of an n-tuple is 
defined similarly. 
4.1. Lemma. If R is a commutative Sylvester domain then R is coherent ifand only 
if R is an HCF domain. 
Proof. If R is a coherent Sylvester domain then for any nonzero u, b in R, Ran Rb 
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is principal since it is isomorphic to the left annihilator of the column (g) so is free. 
If further R is commutative then R is an HCF domain. 
Conversely, suppose R is a commutative Sylvester domain that is an HCF 
domain. We wish to show that the left annihilator of any column 
is finitely generated. We may assume all the b; are nonzero, and by taking out a 
highest common factor we may assume HCF(b,. . . . , b,).= 1. Let el, . . . ,e,, be the 
rows of the n x n identity matrix, and let A be a matrix having as its rows b;ej - bje, 
(1 I i <j I n). Then AB = 0. The rows of A generate the left annihilator of B over the 
field of fractions of R, so A has inner rank n - 1 and there is a factorization 
A=A’A”overR whereA”is(n-l)~nandA”B=O.Foreachi=l,...,nb~lisaleft 
multiple of (2) so is a left multiple of (2”). say 
bir= Qi (:t,) = (:t,)Qi 
(where the latter equality holds because R is contained in a field and bi is nonzero). 
We claim that the rows of A” generate the left annihilator of B over R. Suppose 
US = 0 for some 1 x n row a. Then a = (f a’!A” for some nonzero TE R and some 
1 x (n - 1) row a’. Thus 
raQ; = (0 a’) 
so b,a‘, . . . . b,a’ vanish module rR. But HCF(br, . . . , 6,) = 1 so f a’ has entries in R. 
This shows that the left annihilator of B is (finitely) generated by the rows of A”. 
4.2. Corollary (Gruson-Raynaud [14, p. 861 using [9]). 1f R is a Bezour domain 
then the polynomial ring R[x] is coherent. 
Proof. By Gauss’ lemma R[x] is an HCF domain, and by Theorem 3.3 R[x] is a 
Sylvester domain so, by Lemma 4.1, R[x] is coherent. 
In fact the result proved by Gruson-Raynaud is substantially stronger than 
Corollary 4.2; using deep algebraic geometry they show that for any commutative 
semihereditary ring R, all polynomial rings R[x ,, . . . ,x,1 are coherent. This is quite 
different from the free algebra situation, where we have the following. 
4.3. Proposition. Let R be a commutative semihereditary ring and X a set. If R(X) 
is coherent then either j X j s 1 or R has Krull dimension at most one. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion fails, so we can find x, y in X and a chain of prime 
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ideals CC aC b. For any a E a - c and b E b - a the left annihilator of the column 
is not finitely generated, since after localization at R - b it is not finitely generated, 
by Example 2.2. 
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